#1140 - Manifold Blessings…whether with a Tudor-era recreation or contemporary commentaries on a grand tradition, communities rejoice with diversely designed and recently installed pipe organs.

#1141 - A Liszt List…to celebrate the bicentennial of Franz Liszt (1811-1886), who made the 19th century pipe organ a vehicle for virtuosos, and for prayers.

#1142 - Beyond the Liszt List…continuing our Franz Liszt Bicentennial tribute with original scores and arrangements by Liszt and others, further realization of his promethean notion of the pipe organ’s potential.

#1143 - A Thousand Voices…familiar songs take on a new life in the hands of imaginative composers and agile performers playing upon an organ’s many pipes.

#1144 - Variations…with a good theme, organist-composers can provide an exceptional ‘tour’ of the tonal resources of any instrument.

Pipedreams® is American Public Media's weekly program dedicated to the artistry of the pipe organ. Host Michael Barone’s celebration of the “king of instruments” is heard on stations nationwide and worldwide via pipedreams.org. Go online to locate a broadcast station near you.